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Shri Hanuman had boon to be immortal. And be present where ever there is Ram

stuti.

I came across this beautiful story that I would like to share

#threadstories

#Hanuman ji is believed to live in the foothills of Himalayas. But once he spent a lot

of time in Sri Lanka
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Where Ravan's brother ruled for many years..

On his way back he came across tribal people from community called #Mathanga

He gave Darshan to them. The chief of the tribe asked him to keep coming back to guide their generations

Hanuman ji said that whoever recites this mantra
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I will give them Darshan. But there are two conditions

1st he/she must know his relationship with me

2nd there must not be anyone around him in 950 mts radius. If present, that person must also know about my relationship

with him /her.

He promised to come after every 41 yrs
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The Mathangs also maintain a ‘logbook’ where they record all the words spoken and ‘leelas’ performed by Lord Hanuman.

They call him their Guru

Who teaches them how to live their lives.

A Sri Lankan organization called Setuu is studying this ‘logbook’ and also conduct
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programmes for Hanuman devotees who can do ‘Sadhna‘ under the guidance of Setuu masters. Devotees who qualify all

the criteria will be eligible for Hanuman’s ‘sakshaat darshan‘

The Setuu has certain conditions that need to be kept in mind which includes devoting one complete
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year in the service of Lord Hanuman. During this one year, the devotee cannot have any contact with the outside world and

his soul should be deeply connected to Lord Hanuman.

Also person is asked questions, only if he is found spiritually connected to Hanuman,gets selected
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The place also has a foot print of Hanuman ji. That's worshipped by the sadhaks.

So far they have only been able to translate 3 chapters of log book.

The place where devotees perform ‘Charan Pooja‘ and ‘Sakshat Hanuman Pooja‘ is called ‘HanuMandal’. It is a circle made

with
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wheat flour on which special oil lamps are lit. Apart from the Mathangs, Setuu Masters or the devotees who have

successfully completed one year of complete devotion to Hanuman can enter this place. This circle is usually made either in

a cave or in dense forest and
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Hanuman ji only appears on that circle.

This pic here is the one clicked by one of the devotees.

This is the mysterious legend of

Setuu Hanuman Bodhi temple located in the jungles of Piduru mountain, Sri Lanka.

#JaiShriRam
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